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Introduction      
 
 

Unarmed Aerial Systems (UAS), Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), or 
simply “Drones”, represent a new type of remote sensing platform that is 
inexpensive, easy to use, and provides users with many new options re-
garding where, when, and how geospatial imagery and data is collected. 
As the technology proliferates, it is revolutionizing both spatial data col-
lection and geographic analysis. This paradigm shift brings new perspec-
tives to a wide range of application fields, and calls for new skills, best 
practices, regulations, policies, ethics, and more. 
 
This conference aims at illuminating the profound changes drones have 
brought to mapping practice, from platform and sensor selection, flight 
path planning, field operations, data processing, image analysis, feature 
extraction, 3-D model construction, and visualization. Experts will share 
their experiences with application cases and first-hand operational logis-
tics. 
 
The event will start with a half-day hands-on demo and training workshop 
Thursday afternoon, followed by a full day of plenary sessions on Friday, 
which will include a keynote address, presentation sessions, panel discus-
sions, and closing remarks. Invited speakers will engage with the audi-
ence in discussions on the status, achievements, lessons learned, unmet 
needs, challenges, potentials, and perspectives of drones in spatial data 
collection and analysis, particularly as it relates to academic research and 
learning. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For more information about CGA conferences, please go to http://gis.harvard.edu/events/conferences 

http://gis.harvard.edu/events/conferences
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Program 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

              
 
 
DAY 1 - Thursday, April 27, 2017   1:00-6:00PM                                          Room CGIS S020 
  
 
1:00PM                        Registration 

 
 
1:30 PM                     Welcome & Orientation 
                                      Jason Ur 
                                      Moderator: Matthew Wilson 
1:40 PM                     Drones for Demining (BCN Drone Center) 
                                         Marc Beltran 

   Moderator: Dave Strohschein 
2:25 PM                     Computer Vision & Drones (BCN Drone Center) 
                                        Jordi Salvador 
                                        Moderator: Dave Strohschein 
 

 
 
 
3:20 PM                     Drone imagery in ArcGIS (Esri)  

  Cody Benkelman  
Moderator: Wendy Guan 

 
4:05PM                       OpenDroneMap - Free and Open Source Toolkit for Creating Aerial Orthomosaics  
                                          (MIT Urban Risk Lab) 

Tomas Holderness 
Moderator: Ben Lewis 
 

4:35 PM                     Drone applications at the Harvard Humanitarian Initiative                                            
 Faine Greenwood  

               Moderator: Ben Lewis 
 
5:00PM            Light Reception - CGIS South Concourse 
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Program               
 
 
DAY 2 - Friday, April 28, 2017    8:30 – 5:10PM                                            Room CGIS S010 
 
8:30AM                         Registration 
  
9: 00AM                         Introduction and Overview 
                                       Jason Ur 
                                       Moderator: Matthew Wilson 
 
9:10AM                                Panel I: Ethics and Legal Issues 
                                       Matthew Fox (9:15), Faine Greenwood (9:25), Jamon Van Den Hoek (9:35), 
                                       Kevin Pomfret (9:45), Jeff Sloan (9:55) 
                                       Moderator: Matthew Wilson  
 
10:30AM                        Coffee Break 
 
10:40AM                        Panel II: Hardware: platforms and sensors 
                                          Austin (Chad) Hill (10:45), Ben Kreimer (10:55), Nadeem Mazen (11:05), 
                                          Brandon Montellato (11:15), Jeffrey Warren (11:25) 
                                          Moderator: Dave Strohschein 
 
 12:00PM                         Lunch Break & Poster Session– CGIS South Concourse 
 
 1:30PM                           KeyNote Address: Drone for Community Resilience 
                                         Jarlath O'Neil-Dunne 
                                         Moderator: Jason Ur 
 
 2:00PM                           Panel III:  Software: data processing and analysis 
                                           Luis Jaime Castillo Butters (2:05), Donna Delparte (2:15), 
                                           Robert Homsher (2:25), Lawrie Jordan (2:35), Walter Volkmann (2:45) 
                                           Moderator: Josh Lieberman 
 
3:20PM                            Coffee Break 
 
3:30PM                             Panel IV: Applications Across Disciplines 
                                          Mike Foster & Daniel Sheehan (3:35), Scot Martin (3:45), 
                                          Everette Newton (3:55pm), Nathaniel Raymond (4:05), Jason Ur (4:15) 
                                          Moderator: Faine Greenwood 
 
4:50PM                             Closing Remarks 
                                          Faine Greenwood 
                                          Moderator: Matthew Wilson 

 
5:00PM                                Poster Awards 
                                          Jason Ur   
                                          Moderator:  Jeff Blossom           
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Day 1 April 27, 2017  

Welcome & Orientation  

Jason Ur 
 
Jason Ur is Professor 
of Anthropology in 
the Department of 
Anthropology at 
Harvard University, 
and director of its 
Center for 
Geographic Analysis. 
He specializes in 
early urbanism, landscape archaeology, 
and remote sensing, particularly the use 
of declassified US intelligence imagery. 
He has directed field surveys in Syria, 
Iraq, Turkey, and Iran. He is the author 
of Urbanism and Cultural Landscapes in 
Northeastern Syria: The Tell Hamoukar 
Survey, 1999-2001 (2010). Since 2012, he 
has directed the Erbil Plain 
Archaeological Survey, an archaeological 
survey in the Kurdistan Region of 
northern Iraq. He is also preparing a 
history of Mesopotamian cities. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Drones for Demining 

Marc Beltran 
 
Abstract: I will talk about the benefits of us-
ing drones for landmine detection. I will 
bring signs, 3D-printed landmines (obvi-
ously with no explosives) and some datasets 
that we took in Bosnia & Herzegovina to play 
with. 
 

 

Marc Beltran is a Part-
ner and COO at the 
BCN Drone Center. 
He holds a BSc and 
MSc in Aerospace En-
gineering. He has 
worked at the Cana-
dian Center for Aero-
space Research in 
Vancouver and at the German Aerospace 
Center (DLR) in a project in cooperation 
with NASA. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Computer Vision & Drones 
Jordi Salvador 
 
Abstract: Jordi will talk about how computer 
vision techniques are clue for the use of 
drones for photogrammetry and remote sens-
ing applications. He will also present which 
kind of drone applications can be unleashed 
in the near future thanks to Computer Vision. 
 
Jordi Salvador is the 
CTO at BCN Drone 
Center and is per-
forming his PhD re-
search in multimodal 
UAV imagery regis-
tration at the Com-
puter Vision Center 
(Barcelona Autono-
mous University). His professional expe-
rience in aerial robotics starts in 2008 and 
since then he has worked in different 
projects, such as a solar powered UAV, 
fixed-wing and multirotor operation au-
tomation, image analysis software devel-
opment or TCAS for mini UAVs imple-
mentation. He holds a MSc in Aerospace 
Engineering and a MSc in Computer Vi-
sion and Artificial Intelligence. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Abstract and Biography 
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Drone imagery in ArcGIS Platform 
Cody Benkelman 
 
Abstract: With the explosive growth of 
drones around the world, imaging sensors are 
being applied to many new applications and 
industries.  The low cost and high mobility of 
drones enables acquisition of massive data 
volumes, but also presents new challenges for 
processing and effective exploitation of the 
data. This presentation will provide an over-
view of the many ways that ArcGIS is being 
used to support drone operations and drone 
data management.  ArcGIS has specific tools 
for working with drone imagery – e.g. ingest-
ing & processing video using the full motion 
video (FMV) add-in; building orthorectified 
mosaics from still frame images using the 
standalone Drone2Map application; or pro-
cessing large projects with the Ortho Map-
ping tools added into the latest version of 
ArcGIS Desktop. In addition, ArcGIS Online 
provides important support for project plan-
ning through easy access to ancillary geospa-
tial data such as elevation, weather, property 
and political boundaries, etc.  We will also 
discuss a robust, automated data manage-
ment solution with proven scalability, in-
cluding support for direct access to imagery 
stored in the cloud. 
 
Cody Benkelman has 
worked in the remote 
sensing and GIS in-
dustry since 1990.  He 
is currently serving as 
a Technical Product 
Manager on the Esri 
imagery team, work-
ing to improve customer workflows with 
regard to using lidar, imagery, and raster 
data in ArcGIS, with a recent focus on 
UAV (drone) sensor data.  His technical 
background includes algorithm and soft-
ware development for image processing 
and analysis, including one patent, and 

he served as a principal investigator on 
three NASA contracts. Benkelman re-
ceived an undergraduate degree in Phys-
ics from Montana State University, and a 
master’s degree in Applied Physics from 
the University of Colorado. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
OpenDroneMap - Free and Open Source 
Toolkit for Creating Aerial Orthomosaics 
Tomas Holderness 

 
Abstract: OpenDroneMap (ODM) is a free 
and open source toolkit for photogrammetric 
processing of aerial imagery captured by un-
manned aircraft. With support from the Hu-
manitarian Innovation Fund, and in collabo-
ration with the American Red Cross, Cleve-
land Metroparks and the University of Wol-
longong, OpenDroneMap is currently being 
extended to support a client-server architec-
ture. The aim of this work is to improve the 
accessibility of the software by providing both 
a web-facing interface for image upload and 
processing requests, and harness cloud-based 
services for computation. In conjunction, 
OpenDroneMap’s processing engine now in-
cludes robust methods for image matching, 
digital surface modelling, and image mosa-
icking. Building on contributions from the 
wider open source community, we anticipate 
reaching feature parity with commercial-
grade photogrammetric software in 2017. 
This presentation will discuss the current 
state of development and proposed new fea-
tures of the OpenDroneMap toolkit. 
 
Tomas Holderness is 
a research scientist at 
the MIT Urban Risk 
Lab, where he co-di-
rects Indonesia’s dis-
aster map project 
‘PetaBencana.id’, and 
develops geospatial 
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solutions for analysis of extreme weather 
events. He holds a PhD in Geomatics and 
is professionally accredited by the Royal 
Geographical Society. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
Drone applications at the Harvard 
Humanitarian  Initiative 
Faine Greenwood 

 
Abstract: Greenwood will provide an over-
view of how drones are being used in the hu-
manitarian and development sectors, with a 
broad international scope and a particular 
emphasis on ethical issues. Greenwood will 
also describe the Harvard Humanitarian Ini-
tiative’s remote sensing and UAV work, as 
well as its educational offerings. Key ques-
tions include: What are key trends in human-
itarian drone tech, and what can we expect in 
the near future? What are the primary chal-
lenges to the wider use of drones in the hu-
manitarian sector, and what can academics 
contribute to overcoming them? 
 
Faine Greenwood 
(@faineg) is a Re-
searcher at the Har-
vard Humanitarian 
Initiative focusing on 
how UAV and satel-
lite technology can be 
used in humanitarian 
contexts. Greenwood is an instructor in 
the Signal Program’s Remote Sensing for 
Humanitarian Programs workshop, and 
is particularly interested in developing 
ethical and technical standards for inte-
grating drone technology into disaster 
response. Greenwood is a regular con-
tributor to Slate.com’s Future Tense blog, 
and has also written freelance for 
Drone360, Make, Time, the San Francisco 
Chronicle, World Politics Review, Glob-
alPost, the Southeast Asia Globe, the 

Cambodia Daily, and many other publi-
cations. Prior to joining the Signal Pro-
gram, Greenwood co-authored “Drones 
and Aerial Observation” for the New 
America Foundation, the first primer on 
civilian drone technology. Greenwood 
worked as a reporter, freelance writer, 
and photographer in Southeast Asia, 
with a particular focus on the impact of 
social media and technology on political 
change. Greenwood holds a master’s de-
gree in journalism from Stanford Univer-
sity, and a bachelor’s degree in English 
from Tulane University. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Day 2 April 28, 2017 

Introduction and Overview 
Jason Ur 
 
Jason Ur - see page 4  

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Panel I: Ethics and Legal Issues 
Matthew Fox, Faine Greenwood, Jamon 
Van Den Hoek, Kevin Pomfret, Jeff Sloan 
 
This session will place drones in disciplinary 
context and overview the range of ethical and 
legal issues that condition the use of 
drones/UAVs for spatial analysis. 
 
Universities and the New FAA Regu-
lations 
 
Abstract: The past several years have seen 
dramatic developments in UAV technology, 
which have in turn given rise to a new set of 
rules governing their operation.  Universities 
have been largely overlooked in this rulemak-
ing: the regulators have focused their atten-
tion primarily on commercial use, and recre-
ational use is exempt from most FAA regula-
tion by an old federal law.  Universities have 
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argued that a third category is needed because 
teachers and researchers are neither hobbyists 
nor commercial operators, but to no avail.  
We will discuss the ways that universities 
have worked to shape the new regulatory re-
gime – including comments on proposed 
rules, direct lobbying, litigation, and pro-
posed statutory language -- and how they fit 
into the rules as they have developed. 
 
Matthew Fox serves as 
a Senior Research 
Compliance Officer 
within the Office of the 
Vice Provost for Re-
search. In this capac-
ity, Matt works to sup-
port and facilitate the 
conduct of research 
through the review, development and 
implementation of rational University-
wide research policies. He supports and 
manages several University-wide com-
mittees on research policy, including the 
Research Compliance subcommittee of 
the Sponsored Administration Leader-
ship Committee.  Additionally, Matt ad-
vises researchers and department admin-
istrators on compliance issues across the 
University. Prior to joining the Office of 
the Vice Provost for Research, Matt was 
an Associate Attorney in the Office of the 
General Counsel at Harvard, where his 
practice focused on litigation and dispute 
resolution as well as advising clients 
through the university on regulatory 
compliance both within and outside of 
the research context. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Eye in the Sky - Ethical Issues and 
Humanitarian Drones 
 
Abstract: Humanitarians are increasingly 
using drones to gather geospatial information 
post-disaster. Inexpensive and easy to use, 

drones make it easier than ever for non-spe-
cialists to make maps and to collect aerial im-
agery. With this ease of use comes new ethical 
challenges: how can the privacy of people af-
fected by disaster be preserved? How should 
humanitarians protect the data they collect, 
and who should be able to see it? Are human-
itarians involving local people in humanitar-
ian drone projects? These and other questions 
will be addressed in this presentation. 
 
Faine Greenwood – see page 6 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Place-based relationships linking 
drone warfare and agricultural land 
cover and livelihood dynamics in 
northwest Pakistan 
 
Abstract: In Pakistan, Afghanistan, Yemen, 
and Somalia, American drone warfare has 
been a campaign of slow violence punctuated 
by Hellfire missiles that fly faster than the 
speed of sound. In northwest Pakistan, there 
have been over 400 drone strikes since 2004 
and untold hours of surveillance; here, drones 
have earned the nickname of 'mosquitoes' by 
surveilled communities. The persistence and 
pervasiveness of the drone campaign have 
fueled anti-American sentiment within the 
region, and the loss of life from strikes has 
been packaged as recruitment fodder by ex-
tremist militant groups. Though the CIA 
does not know the identities of most of those 
killed by drones, we do know that almost two 
thirds (63%) of drone strikes in Pakistan have 
targeted domestic dwellings within socio-
spatially marginalized agricultural commu-
nities where 2/3 of people live in multidimen-
sional poverty. In examining the potential re-
cursive relationships between drone warfare 
and livelihood dynamics, I map place-based 
linkages between drone strike incidence/re-
currence and seasonal agricultural land cover 
changes in northwest Pakistan using satellite 
time series and open/declassified strike data, 
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spatial modeling, and clustering techniques. 
Results spatialize the livelihood conditions of 
the drone campaign in northwest Pakistan 
and illuminate unintended and unaccounted 
for consequences of drone warfare on highly 
vulnerable land use systems. 
 
Jamon Van Den Hoek 
is a geographer and 
remote sensing scien-
tist.  He pursues satel-
lite imagery and ma-
chine learning ap-
proaches to document 
social-environmental 
consequences of armed violent conflict, 
and uses novel assemblages of geospatial 
datasets to counter dominant statist per-
spectives of human and environmental 
security. His current conflict ecology re-
search examines the effects of the Ameri-
can drone campaign on agrarian liveli-
hoods in Pakistan, the manifestation of 
damage in Aleppo over the course of the 
Syrian civil war, and spatially explicit re-
lationships linking violent extremism 
and food security in Nigeria. Van Den 
Hoek is an Assistant Professor of Geog-
raphy and Geospatial Science at Oregon 
State University and was previously a 
NASA Postdoctoral Fellow at NASA 
Goddard Space Flight Center from 2012-
2015. He completed his PhD in Geogra-
phy at the University of Wisconsin-Mad-
ison where he was a National Science 
Foundation IGERT Fellow from 2007-
2010.  
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Drones and Federal Preemption: 
Who Controls the Airspace over Your 
Backyard 
 
Abstract: Historically the Federal Avia-
tion Administration has had the exclusive 
authority to regulate the national airspace 

from the ground up. However, the rapid 
growth in small, unmanned aircraft sys-
tems (UAS), commonly referred to as 
drones, for commercial and recreational 
purposes has challenged the status quo. 
The FAA does not have the resources to 
monitor drone use across the nation, but 
is concerned about ceding too much au-
thority to local authorities as it might re-
sult in unintended consequences for the 
broader aviation community. At the same 
time, state and local authorities are get-
ting tremendous pressure from their citi-
zens to restrict the use of drones due to 
concerns over privacy, trespass and nui-
sance. This presentation will describe 
some of the ways in which states and lo-
calities are trying to address their citizens 
concerns and the potential federal preemp-
tion issues. 
 
Kevin D. Pomfret is a 
corporate partner at 
the Williams Mullen 
law firm and co-chair 
of the firm’s Un-
manned Systems 
practice group and 
the Data Protection 
and Cybersecurity practice group. He 
is also the founder and Executive Di-
rector of the Centre for Spatial Law 
and Policy. He counsels businesses 
and government agencies on the pol-
icy and legal issues that impact the 
collection, use, storage and distribu-
tion of geospatial information, such as 
licensing, privacy and data protection, 
data quality and liability and regula-
tory matters. Mr. Pomfret regularly 
speaks on around the globe on these 
issues and has presented to commit-
tees of the United Nations and the U.S. 
House of Representatives. He began 
his career as a satellite imagery analyst 
where he helped to develop imagery 
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collection strategies and identify re-
quirements for future collection sys-
tems. He is a member of the U.S. Na-
tional Geospatial Advisory Commit-
tee. Mr. Pomfret is a graduate of Bates 
College and Washington & Lee School 
of Law. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Implementing UAS for Scientific Re-
search in the Department of the Inte-
rior 
 
Abstract: The U.S. Geological Survey 
(USGS) National Unmanned Aircraft 
Systems (UAS) Project Office leads the 
implementation of UAS technology in the 
Department of the Interior (DOI).  Our 
mission is to support the transition of 
UAS into DOI as a new cost-effective tool 
for collecting highly accurate remote-sens-
ing data to monitor environmental condi-
tions, respond to natural hazards, recog-
nize the consequences and benefits of land 
and climate change and conduct wildlife 
inventories. The USGS is teaming with all 
DOI agencies and academia as well as lo-
cal, State, and Tribal governments with 
guidance from the Federal Aviation Ad-
ministration and the DOI Office of Avia-
tion Services (OAS) to lead the safe, effi-
cient, cost-effective and leading-edge 
adoption of UAS technology into the sci-
entific research and operational activities 
of the DOI. Website: http://uas.usgs.gov/. 
 
Jeff Sloan is Project 
Leader in the USGS 
National Unmanned 
Aircraft Systems Pro-
ject Office. He holds a 
Bachelor of Science 
Degree in Geography 
from the University of 
Northern Iowa (1981-
85) and Master’s Degree in Geographic 
Information Systems at the University of 

Denver in Denver, Colorado (1991-92).  
He has worked as a Cartographer in the 
U.S. Federal Government for 32 years be-
ginning with the U.S Dept. of Defense - 
Defense Mapping Agency, with U.S. 
Dept. of Homeland Security - Operations 
Center and the Customs and Border Pro-
tection in Washington D.C, and a major-
ity of his career with the Dept. of the In-
terior – U.S. Geological Survey in Denver, 
Colorado. His background is primarily in 
the areas of cartography, photogramme-
try, and remote sensing pertaining to do-
mestic and international mapping and 
monitoring.  He has been involved with 
UAS operations since 2008 and in 2014, 
he took over as the Project Leader for the 
USGS National Unmanned Aircraft Sys-
tems Project Office in Lakewood, Colo-
rado. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Panel II: Hardware: platforms and 
sensors 
Austin (Chad) Hill, Ben Kreimer, 
Nadeem Mazen, Brandon Montellato, 
Jeffrey Warren 
 
This session will present an overview of the 
existing hardware, including both flying 
platforms and mapping sensors, a brief his-
tory of their evolvement, and diverse research 
application examples on how to evaluate and 
select among the available hardware options 
for achieving research goals. 
 
Low Cost Drones and Archaeology: 
Evolving Methods, Hardware, and 
Capabilities 
 
Abstract: Unpiloted Aerial Vehicles 
(UAVs), or “drones”, have rapidly become an 
important tool for site monitoring, landscape 
mapping, and archaeological documentation. 
Drones can be deployed in remote locations, 
can operate in a wide range of conditions, and 
can provide higher resolution imagery than 

http://uas.usgs.gov/
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satellite images or traditional aerial photog-
raphy. Over the course of the last decade, 
drone hardware has become increasingly 
more powerful, simpler to use, and affordable. 
It is now possible to perform rapid, high res-
olution, and accurate mapping at a scale that 
would previously have been impossible. In 
this presentation, I will discuss some of the 
ways low cost drones have been improving, 
and talk about a variety of archaeological 
drone survey projects from around the world. 
 
Austin (Chad) Hill is a 
post-doctoral research 
associate and lecturer 
in the Department of 
Anthropology at Dart-
mouth College. Aus-
tin has worked at the 
forefront of drone-
based low-elevation 
aerial remote sensing for archaeology for 
the last several years, and has worked on 
drone mapping projects in Jordan, Israel, 
Qatar, Kenya, and the United States. He 
is a co-director of the Landscapes of the 
Dead Project, Jordan and field director of 
the Galilee Prehistory Project, Israel. His 
current position at Dartmouth is focused 
on developing new methods to improve 
drone mapping efficiency, as well as ex-
panding the functionality of and defining 
applications for drone-based aerial ther-
mography. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Drones for Spatial Storytelling 
 
Abstract: As a spatial storytelling platform, 
consumer drones are not only for producing 
captivating aerial video and photographs, but 
also 360-degree videos, three-dimensional re-
constructions, and virtual reality environ-
ments. This enables storytellers to expose and 
tell stories, especially those with a strong spa-
tial element, through the creation of immer-
sive content. Drones, 3D reconstructions, 

and virtual reality, allow people anywhere to 
access and explore stories and otherwise inac-
cessible spaces. This presentation will include 
content examples and the hardware and soft-
ware used to create them. 
 
Ben Kreimer is a jour-
nalism technologist 
who specializes in sto-
rytelling with drones, 
virtual reality, 360° 
video, 3D reconstruc-
tions, and open source 
hardware sensor plat-
forms. He helps story-
tellers, researchers, and mission-driven 
organizations leverage these emerging 
communications tools for amplifying 
their work, sharing knowledge, telling 
immersive stories, and encouraging pos-
itive change. Ben introduced 360° video 
to BuzzFeed as the first fellow in their 
San Francisco based Open Lab, a media 
R&D space. He co-produced many of 
BuzzFeed's 360° videos, including their 
first, which has received over six million 
views. He is also an adviser for the Drone 
Journalism Lab, and has worked with ac-
ademic institutions and organizations in-
cluding Columbia’s Tow Center for Dig-
ital Journalism, Times of India, CCTV Af-
rica, VICE News, Australian Aid, Se-
condMuse and LAUNCH, the African 
Wildlife Foundation, M.S. University of 
Baroda, and Antiochia ad Cragum Ar-
chaeological Research Project in Turkey. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Amateur Drone-Building and its Pos-
itive Effects on the Community 
 
Abstract: Although many perceive drones to 
be solely used by Big Brother, amateur, non-
violent drone-making can have a positive 
community impact. In 2014, Danger!Awe-
some, a makerspace in Central Square, hosted 
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a drone-building workshop to teach commu-
nity members how to create their own drones 
for personal learning and growth. 
 
Nadeem Mazen is an 
educator, entrepre-
neur, and community 
organizer. He has 
been elected to Cam-
bridge City Council 
for two terms since 
2013. Nadeem first ar-
rived in Cambridge to study Engineering 
at MIT. After graduation, he founded 
two community-oriented businesses in 
Central Square: Nimblebot, a creative 
agency, and danger! awesome, a mak-
erspace that brings creative expression 
and tools to the masses. In 2014, he and a 
local artist Simon Remiszewski jointly or-
ganized a workshop in Boston for the 
public to design and build drones. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Next generation sensors and soft-
ware integration 
 
Abstract: The integration of UAV hardware 
and software has led to rapid advancements 
in the way geospatial data is collected and an-
alyzed. By incorporating multiple sensors 
such as LiDAR, multispectral and thermal 
imagery, researchers are able to glean more 
meaningful information from aerial data. 
This combination of sensors and onboard 
computation, open SDK, enables algorithms 
to run in real-time, providing live feedback, 
data processing and analytics.   
 
Brandon Montellato is 
the University Rela-
tions Manager at DJI, 
serving as the lead li-
aison for university 
research.  He also sup-
ports DJI STEAM aca-
demic partnerships to 

develop certification programs, curricu-
lum, and education applications. Prior to 
joining DJI, Brandon led strategic ac-
counts and engineering services for Sky-
catch, where he was deployed with major 
mining and construction clients, such as 
DPR, Skanska, and Rio Tinto.  He holds a 
B.A. in Corporate Communications from 
San Francisco State University. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Balloons and Kites in the age of Au-
tonomous Flight 
 
Abstract: Thoughts on cost, accessibility, 
authorship, accountability and the authorita-
tive view across different methodologies; pho-
tography as journalism, investigation, evi-
dence, and protest with Public Lab and others. 
 
Jeffrey Warren The 
creator of Grassroots-
Mapping.org and co-
founder and Research 
Director for Public 
Lab, Jeffrey Warren 
designs mapping and 
civic science tools and 
professionally flies balloons and kites. 
Notable software he has created include 
the vector-mapping framework Cartagen 
and orthorectification tool MapKnitter, 
as well as open spectral database and 
toolkit Spectral Workbench. He is Vice 
President of the board of the Open 
Source Hardware Association, on the 
board of alternative education program 
Parts and Crafts in Somerville MA, on the 
advisory board of Personal Democracy 
Media's WeGov and an advocate of open 
source software, hardware, and data. He 
co-founded Vestal Design, a graphic/in-
teraction design firm in 2004, and di-
rected the Cut&Paste Labs project, a 
year-long series of workshops on open 
source tools and web design in 2006-7 
with Lima designer Diego Rotalde. Jeff 
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holds an MS from MIT and a BA in Ar-
chitecture from Yale University, and 
spent much of that time working with 
artist/technologist Natalie Jeremijenko, 
building robotic dogs and stuff. To find 
out more, visit Unterbahn.com. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Keynote address: 
Drone for Community Resilience 
Jarlath O'Neil-Dunne 

 
Abstract: Despite decades of advances in re-
mote sensing, the technology has often passed 
by smaller communities who lack the re-
sources and technical expertise to make use of 
these robust datasets. Drones are changing 
this, providing low-cost, rapid response ap-
proaches that help communities build resili-
ence in the face of climate change. Drawing 
from case studies throughout the United 
States we will look at how the drone data is 
spurring a revolution in community-based 
spatial analysis.  
 
Jarlath O’Neil-Dunne 
is the Director of the 
University of Vermont 
Spatial Analysis Labor-
atory where he leads 
the Unmanned Aircraft 
Systems Team. He 
holds a faculty ap-
pointment in the Ru-
benstein School of the Environment & 
Natural Resources and a joint appoint-
ment with the United States Forest Ser-
vices’ Northern Research Station. Prior to 
joining academia, he served as an officer 
in the United States Marine Corps. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Panel III: Software: data processing 
and analysis  
Luis Jaime Castillo Butters, Donna Del-
parte, Robert Homsher, Lawrie Jordan, 
Walter Volkmann 

This session will present use cases for major 
software options, focus on research applica-
tion cases, and demonstrate innovative ap-
proaches in data post-processing for mapping. 
 
Drones and Photogrammetry in Ar-
chaeology, Field Challenges and Lab 
Opportunities 
 
Abstract: Drones and Photogrammetry have 
proven to be two of the most transforming 
technologies applied to the archaeological 
study of the past. From the 3D representation 
of the smallest artifacts, the modeling of com-
plex archaeological contexts, the creation of 
digital worlds where space and time are no 
longer limitations, to the capacity to survey 
enormous areas in great detail, to the recon-
struction of ancient landscapes, these tech-
nologies are allowing us to do things we 
never imagined. But these techniques as sur-
prising as they are, are also new and challeng-
ing, and are also in constant change offering 
us new opportunities. Synchronization of 
means and ends in the data that is acquired 
in the field and the data that is process in the 
lab is essential. In this talk I will try to convey 
some of the lessons that I have learned in 6 
years of continuous dialog between field and 
lab.  
 
Luis Jaime Castillo 
Butters is Professor of 
Archaeology, at the 
Pontificia Universidad 
Católica del Perú. Luis 
Jaime got his PhD in 
Anthropology at 
UCLA. Since 1991 he 
has been director of the San Jose de Moro 
Archaeological Program which conducts 
research in the Jequetepeque Valley fo-
cused on the evolution of complex Pre-
Columbian societies, ideology and 
power, the political and geo political or-
ganization of the Moche, the collapse of 
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the Moche, ritual and funerary practices, 
etc. He has been member of the SAA Eth-
ics Committee and Co Editor of Latin 
American Antiquity and visiting profes-
sor in several universities in the Ameri-
cas and Europe. He has published books 
and articles on the archaeology of north-
ern Peru and particularly about the Mo-
che. He has also been, for 18 months, Vice 
Minister of Cultural Patrimony and Cul-
tural Industries, in the Ministry of Cul-
ture, Peru where he had to deal, on a 
daily basis with the realities of Heritage 
Promotion and Preservation. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
UAS Hyperspectral Data Processing 
and Analysis 
 
Abstract: The use of drones for agriculture 
is anticipated to grow into a billion-dollar in-
dustry.  Drones have been commonly used for 
assessment of crop health. Our research at 
Idaho State University is furthering this 
technology by utilizing cutting-edge hyper-
spectral sensors to detect individual plants 
infected with a virus where the plant exhibits 
no symptoms that are detectable to the human 
eye, but are detectable by our drones. Addi-
tional research applies hyperspectral remote 
sensing to conservation efforts in a sage 
brush ecosystem. UAS hyperspectral sensors 
can be used to differentiate between three spe-
cies of sagebrush to map vegetation cover, 
composition, and density. This presentation 
will highlight software tools and systems for 
processing hyperspectral data and the unique 
challenges associated with data analysis and 
modeling. 
 
Donna Delparte is a faculty member in 
the Department of Geosciences at Idaho 
State University. She has an extensive 
background in the cross-disciplinary ap-
plications of GIS and remote sensing in 
the fields of precision agriculture, re-

source manage-
ment, and conserva-
tion/environmental 
planning. As an ex-
pert in data analysis 
and modeling, Dr. 
Delparte’s current 
research focus re-
lates to using hyper-
spectral sensor-equipped unmanned air-
craft systems (UAS) for data collection 
and analysis. Dr. Delparte received her 
PhD from the University of Calgary, 
Canada. Prior to launching her academic 
career, she worked in various GIS posi-
tions in the private sector and managed 
GIS teams for governmental operations. 
Her other areas of interest include using 
3D virtual and augmented reality for av-
alanche flow and hazard modeling, land 
cover change, and image analysis. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Workflow and data optimization us-
ing Structure from Motion to process 
aerial datasets 
 
Abstract: Over recent years, the Jezreel Val-
ley Regional Project has developed an effi-
cient and precise method for spatial documen-
tation in archaeological fieldwork from the 
spatial scale of objects to landscape. The pro-
cess of innovation evolved from ground-based 
SLR photogrammetry to 3D Structure from 
Motion, which we have now adapted for aer-
ial imagery. I will present major practical so-
lutions and key improvements we have dis-
covered over the course of our own problem-
solving and in collaboration with others. 
First are basic observations on flight software 
and image capturing specifically for SfM pro-
cessing. Second are quick and effective steps 
one can take for image pre-processing that 
may drastically improve models and reduce 
processing time. I will particularly summa-
rize key tools and processing parameters us-
ing Agisoft Photoscan, highlighting the use 
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of multiple chunks in recombinant modeling 
and data output. Finally, I will contrast the 
resulting SfM datasets (namely orthophotos 
and DEMs) with others, discuss their poten-
tial for generating vector data and conduct-
ing spatial analyses, while also emphasizing 
several advantages throughout the process.   
 
Robert Homsher is an 
archaeologist special-
izing in methods used 
for landscape and en-
vironmental archaeol-
ogy. He received his 
doctorate from the In-
stitute of Archaeology 
at University College London, and has 
taught as College Fellow at Harvard Uni-
versity and Lecturer at San Francisco 
State University. Robert is presently a 
Visiting Fellow at the Center for Geo-
graphic Analysis at Harvard and a Re-
search Fellow at the W.F. Albright Insti-
tute of Archaeological Research, where 
his research integrates proxy environ-
mental and geospatial data to explore hu-
man-environmental dynamics during 
the Bronze Age. He has conducted ar-
chaeological excavation and survey the 
Middle East for several years, and cur-
rently co-directs the Jezreel Valley Re-
gional Project among other collabora-
tions. The JVRP emphasizes interdiscipli-
nary methodological innovation for the 
advancement of archaeological efficiency 
and precision. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
The Illusion of Simplicity and the 
Arrival of Disappearance 
Abstract: This presentation will address the 
notion that the future of Geospatial Infor-
mation Technology belongs to the simple and 
the quick. The assertion is that we are wit-
nessing a new normal emerging within the 
Geospatial community whereby many incom-
ing members of this industry increasingly are 

professionals with backgrounds across sev-
eral disciplines but they are not experts in Re-
mote Sensing, nor do they want to be. Instead, 
they desire to solve application-specific prob-
lems and make better decisions based upon 
imagery-derived information products, spe-
cifically from UAV / UAS systems, without 
needing to become domain experts on the de-
tailed science of rigorous photogrammetric 
methods. Recent examples illustrating sev-
eral use cases will be presented, along with 
observations on near-term trends related to 
drone use within GIS systems. 
 
Lawrie Jordan is Direc-
tor of Imagery and Re-
mote Sensing for Esri, 
as well as Special As-
sistant to Esri founder 
and President, Jack 
Dangermond. Mr. Jor-
dan has over 35 years 
of experience as a leader in the field of 
image processing and remote sensing. 
He was co-founder and President of ER-
DAS, Inc. for more than 20 years and 
played a key role in evolving a long 
standing strategic partnership with Esri. 
He has been an advisor to numerous gov-
ernment organizations on current and fu-
ture trends involving imagery and earth 
observation involving all types of sensors 
and platforms, and he serves on the 
boards of several influential organiza-
tions and foundations.  His background 
education is in Landscape Architecture, 
with degrees from The University of 
Georgia and Harvard University. Lawrie 
is a member of the European Academy of 
Sciences and Arts, as well as the 2015 re-
cipient of the Geospatial World Leader-
ship Lifetime Achievement Award for 
his decades of contribution in the field of 
Image Processing and Earth Observation.  
He is also grateful to be the recipient of 
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the U.S Government’s medal for Out-
standing Support and Patriotism. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Opportunity for Future Automation 
in Personal Mapping Operations, 
with Particular Reference to Cadas-
tral (Property Boundary) Surveying 
 
Abstract: For all practical purposes, the 
abundance of functionality provided by open 
source flight planning and flight manage-
ment capabilities (software and hardware) in 
their current stage of development is at the 
threshold of maturity. In other words, not 
much more development is needed to effi-
ciently and reliably perform small, highly ac-
curate and detailed aerial surveys under 
small, decentralized enterprise conditions. 
However, despite the high degree of automa-
tion achieved to date, there is still oppor-
tunity for further reduction in operational 
complexity, costs and minimum skills needed 
in personal mapping enterprises. I will be 
speaking about the conventional A to Z work-
flow in small drone supported Structure from 
Motion mapping techniques and will point 
out how airborne dual frequency GNSS tech-
nology and the technique of linear interpola-
tion of camera events can significantly im-
prove the economics in personal cadastral and 
topographic aerial mapping operations. 
 
Walter Volkmann 
grew up on a cattle 
farm in Namibia in 
southern Africa. After 
graduating at the Uni-
versity of Natal in 
South Africa in 1980 
and registering as a 
professional land sur-
veyor in South Africa and Namibia he 
took over his father’s family practice and 
built it into a progressive geo-spatial ser-
vice provider with clients in southern as 

well as western Africa. His classic educa-
tion in the natural sciences and geo-spa-
tial applications enabled him to quickly 
seize on cost cutting opportunities of-
fered by personal computers, electro-
magnetic distance measurement, GPS, 
computer aided drafting (CAD), geo-
graphic information systems (GIS) and, 
albeit much later, small drone technology 
and mapping by means of the structure 
from motion method. His experience as a 
private sector entrepreneur has provided 
him with a grass roots level focus on ap-
propriate applications of technology in 
development.  He immigrated to the 
United States in 2002 from where he has 
since been engaged as an international 
consultant in various roles related to ge-
odetic and cadastral surveying.  With the 
purpose of exploring innovative map-
ping methods with community partici-
pation, he founded Micro Aerial Projects 
LLC in 2008. Walter lives in Gainesville, 
Florida with his wife Mary Jane, a fine 
artist, and enjoys working with his son 
Oliver, who manages the operations at 
Micro Aerial Projects LLC as well as the 
jointly owned firm drone2GIS Inc.  
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
 
Panel IV: Applications across Disci-
plines 
Mike Foster & Daniel Sheehan, Scot Mar-
tin, Everette Newton, Nathaniel Ray-
mond, Jason Ur 
 
This session will discuss a range of applica-
tions of drones, with an eye toward the future 
of these disciplines including the social sci-
ences, humanities, natural sciences, urban 
design, and crisis/humanitarian mapping. 
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Building the Foundations for UAV 
Support and Education in an Aca-
demic Research Environment 
 
Abstract: The MIT Libraries and MIT De-
partment of Urban Studies and Planning are 
developing a drone program to support clas-
ses and research. The program involves a 
crosscutting array of components, evaluating 
methods for enabling drone use by students 
and researchers, and expanding curriculum 
and assessing best practices and technologies. 
We will focus on a recent sedimentology field 
trip to the Death Valley area to supplement 
field observations, which we supported by 
drone operations to acquire high resolution 
orthophotos and create 3D image of the Car-
rara Formation. 
 
Mike Foster is a 
GIS/Data Visualiza-
tion Specialist and In-
structor in the MIT 
Department of Urban 
Studies and Planning, 
where he focuses on 
urban-oriented geo-
spatial technologies, mapping and data 
analysis, and visualization and commu-
nication. He teaches GIS and devel-
ops/manages curriculum for coding, 
mapping, and data management. Prior to 
coming to MIT, he worked as a GIS Ana-
lyst specializing in large infrastructure 
projects. He has a Master's Degree in Ge-
ographic Information Science from Uni-
versitny of Minnesota, with a focus on 
crowdsourcing, interoperability, and 
open source GIS, and a B.S. in Geography 
from University of Wisconsin-Madison 
with a focus on cartographic design and 
representation. 
 
Daniel Sheehan is a GIS programmer and 
analyst and leads the MIT GIS Services 
group in the MIT Libraries. He has 

helped people process 
and visualize spatial 
and tabular data with 
GIS in the MIT GIS 
Lab, in the classroom, 
and out in the field for 
the past 18 years. He is 
currently working 
with the Department 
of Urban Studies to promote and enable 
the use of small UAVs for academic and 
research use at MIT.  He spent the decade 
prior to coming to MIT helping research-
ers use GIS at the Woods Hole Lab of the 
National Marine Fisheries Service and 
the Geophysical and Polar Research Cen-
ter at the University of Wisconsin at 
Madison. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Drones in Amazonia: Environmental 
Research 
 
Abstract: Applications of UAVs equipped 
with environmental sensing and sampling, 
with opportunities for studies in Amazonia 
related to air quality and climate change will 
be introduced. 
 
Scot Martin leads a re-
search group at Har-
vard University that 
addresses scientific 
problems, engineering 
challenges, and tech-
nical breakthroughs in 
the atmospheric sci-
ences, especially as related to the roles of 
particulate matter in air quality, climate, 
and atmospheric chemistry. Recent re-
search has taken place both in field work 
in the Amazon basin and laboratory 
studies centered at the Harvard Environ-
mental Chamber. Martin served as the 
Principal Investigator of the Amazonian 
Aerosol Characterization Experiment 
(AMAZE-08) and the Observations and 
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Modeling of the Green Ocean Amazon 
(GoAmazon2014/5) Experiment. He 
serves as a Visiting Professor at Amazo-
nas State University, Brazil. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Drones in Marine Science…an Amazing 
Intersection of Science and Technology! 
 
Abstract: Two years ago, the Duke Marine 
Lab in Beaufort, NC designed and developed 
a facility specifically dedicated to Marine Ro-
botics and Remote Sensing (MaRRS). Since 
declaring their initial operational capability, 
the MaRRS team has conducted extensive 
coastal research in eastern North Carolina, 
but has also surveyed marine debris in Ha-
waii, olive ridley sea turtles in Costa Rica, 
gray seals in Massachusetts and Canada, 
right whales off the coast of Florida, Etruscan 
and Roman archeological sites in Italy, WWI 
shipwrecks along the Potomac River, and 
(most recently) whales, seals, and penguins 
in Antarctica. The Duke MaRRS presenta-
tion will highlight numerous platforms, sen-
sors, and applications that will inspire the au-
dience to develop their own maritime (or ter-
restrial) drone projects using rapidly emerg-
ing drone technologies and Duke Univer-
sity’s lessons learned. 
 
Everette S. “Rett” 
Newton retired as a 
Colonel from the US 
Air Force in 2011 fol-
lowing a 28-year ca-
reer that included 
leading-edge engi-
neering, F-15E Strike 
Eagle leadership, 
and assignments as an Arabic foreign 
area officer. Rett entered the Air Force in 
1982 after earning a Bachelor of Science 
degree in mathematics at Campbell Uni-
versity. Following Officer Training 
School, he completed a second Bachelor 

of Science degree in the Air Force Insti-
tute of Technology electrical engineering 
program. During his military career, Rett 
logged approximately 3,500 flight hours 
in T-41, T-37, T-38, F-4, F-15, and C-12 air-
craft. In retirement, he has continued his 
passion for aviation by designing, build-
ing, operating and maintaining un-
manned aircraft systems with autopilot, 
high definition cameras, datalink, and 
first person view. Rett joined the Duke 
University Marine Laboratory team in 
June 2015, serving as initial cadre and 
Program Manager for the Marine Robot-
ics and Remote Sensing Lab, and he is 
now a first-year PhD student in Duke’s 
Marine Science and Conservation pro-
gram. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Humanitarian Applications of 
Unmanned Aerial Systems: Promise and 
Peril 
 
Abstract: The increasing use of unmanned 
aerial systems in crisis response operations 
by humanitarian actors and affected commu-
nities has provided organizations with im-
proved capacities for situational awareness. 
However, these technologies challenge avail-
able technical expertise, traditional ethical 
guidance, and accepted operational doctrine 
currently available to humanitarian actors. 
Mr. Raymond will discuss how the humani-
tarian sector is working to navigate these 
complex issues in an ethical and sustainable 
way. 
 
Nathaniel Raymond is 
Director of the Signal 
Program on Human 
Security and Technol-
ogy at the Harvard 
Humanitarian Initia-
tive (HHI) of the Har-
vard T.I. Chan School 
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of Public Health.  He was formerly Direc-
tor of Operations of the Satellite Sentinel 
Project at HHI, which was a co-recipient 
of the 2012 US Geospatial Foundation In-
dustry Intelligence Achievement Award.   
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Drones and Historical Landscapes: 
An Archaeological Case study from 
the Middle East 
 
Abstract: The study of historic land-
scapes is an undertaking greatly enhanced 
by a remote perspective.  Archaeologists 
have traditionally approached premodern 
landscape reconstruction using several 
sources: historical maps, early aerial and 
satellite photography, and recent commer-
cial satellite imagery, each with strengths 
and weaknesses.  In the past few years, the 
availability of commercial UAVs and dig-
ital applications for flight planning and 
image processing have revolutionized 
landscape research.  Much like GIS in the 
mid-1990s, drones and associated image 
processing software are poised to transi-
tion rapidly from the domain of the spe-
cialist to the toolbox of all practicing re-
searchers.  This presentation will demon-
strate how drone data collection has trans-
formed my own research project, a study 
of the imperial landscape of the Assyrian 
Empire (ca. 900-600 BC) in what is today 
the Kurdistan Region of northern Iraq. 
Jason Ur - see page 4  

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Closing Remarks 
Faine Greenwood 
 
Greenwood will discuss the role of aca-
demia and academic research in drone 
technology. How can academics use drone 
technology to improve their work - and 
how can academics have an impact on the 
regulatory and cultural environment sur-
rounding drone technology? 

 
Faine Greenwood – see page 6 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Panel Moderators 
Jeff Blossom is the GIS 
Service Manager of the 
CGA. He has experi-
ence working in the 
GIS industry as a tech-
nician, analyst, devel-
oper, manager, and 
educator. Prior to join-
ing the CGA, Jeff was the GIS Photo-
grammetry Administrator for the City 
and County of Denver, and served as 
Chairman of Denver's GIS Steering Com-
mittee. Jeff earned an M.A. in Geography 
from the University of Denver in 2002, 
and a B.S. from Willamette University 
(OR) in 1995. Jeff is especially interested 
in developing tools, teaching methods, 
and maps using geographic information 
that can be used by any student or pro-
fessional to enhance their work. Related 
to this effort is the graduate level class he 
teaches at the Harvard Extension School: 
Geographic Communication Today.  Jeff 
is also an adjunct faculty member at Sa-
lem State University, where he teaches 
Computer Cartography. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Wendy Guan is the 
Executive Director 
who manages daily 
operations of the 
CGA. She came to 
Harvard in 2006 as the 
Director of GIS Re-
search Services for the 
newly established Center. Prior to that, 
she managed professional services at a 
GIS consulting firm in Washington State; 
headed a geospatial information technol-
ogy department for a multinational for-
estry corporation; and supervised GIS 
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teams in a Florida government agency. 
Wendy has a Ph.D. in ecology and GIS; a 
M.A. and M.S. in geography and natural 
resource management, and a B.S. in biol-
ogy. She taught GIS in various universi-
ties, including the Harvard Extension 
School. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Ben Lewis is the Geo-
spatial Technology 
Manager of the CGA. 
He is the system archi-
tect and project man-
ager for WorldMap, 
an open source infra-
structure that sup-
ports collaborative research centered 
around geospatial information. Before 
joining Harvard, Ben was a project man-
ager with Advanced Technology Solu-
tions of Pennsylvania, where he led the 
company in adopting platform inde-
pendent approaches to GIS system devel-
opment. Ben studied Chinese at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin and has a Masters in 
Planning from the University of Pennsyl-
vania. After Penn, Ben worked at the U.C 
Berkeley GIS Lab, started the GIS group 
for the transportation engineering firm 
McCormick Taylor, and coordinated the 
Land Acquisition Mapping System for 
the South Florida Water Management 
District. Ben is especially interested in 
technologies that lower the barrier to GIS 
access. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Josh Lieberman is a 
senior research scien-
tist at CGA working 
on hydrographic on-
tologies and semantic 
applications for the 
U.S. National Map as 
part of the new Spati-
otemporal Innovation 
Center. He also serves as a coordinating 

architect and initiative manager for the 
Open Geospatial Consortium and as a 
lecturer at the University of Maryland 
Baltimore County. Josh has a Ph.D. from 
the University of Washington, M.S. from 
the University of Oregon, and A.B. from 
Dartmouth College, as well as many 
years of experience in earth and environ-
mental sciences and geospatial modeling. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Dave Strohschein 
came to Harvard in 
2014 as a GIS Fellow. 
He draws from a mul-
tidisciplinary back-
ground encompassing 
engineering, software 
design, systems analy-
sis, and geo information science. He has 
applied this experience to such areas as 
complex systems’ performance, GISci-
ence education, and application of GIS to 
healthcare and municipal planning. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Matthew W. Wilson, 
PhD, is Associate Pro-
fessor of Geography at 
the University of Ken-
tucky and Visiting 
Scholar at the Center 
for Geographic Analy-
sis at Harvard Univer-
sity. He co-founded and co-directs the 
New Mappings Collaboratory, which 
studies and facilitates new engagements 
with geographic representation. He has 
previously taught at the Harvard Gradu-
ate School of Design, and his current re-
search examines mid-20th century, digi-
tal mapping practices. He earned his PhD 
and MA from the University of Washing-
ton and his BS from Northwest Missouri 
State University. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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